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A deluxe Stickerbook for Pokemon Black Version/White Version (Unova Region)With more than 500

full-color stickers, this 64-page sticker collection includes all the PokÃ©mon found in the Unova

region of PokÃ©mon Black Version and PokÃ©mon White Version. Kids can use a variety of big

and small stickers to build their own scenes around their favorite PokÃ©mon. The book has more

than just stickersâ€”readers can test their knowledge with page after page of amazing facts about

these recently discovered PokÃ©mon. This deluxe sticker book allows for hours of unlimited play

with all your favorites!
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My son is 7, we BOTH love Pokemon, and after looking through all the Pokemon sticker books on ,

we decided this would be the coolest because of different sized stickers, extra stickers, and the way

it was set up into groups. So it was a mom present for Xmas. He stays in his room doing bits of the

book and then comes in the living room and we go over all their names and powers and have loads

of fun. Thank you . Looks like we will need to buy another one of them soon! And please more

activity/ coloring books etc!

Pros -- tons of stickers, good activity for kids finding where the stickers go, lots of 'extra' stickers,



great selection of characters, and they're nicely printed. Big con -- the stickers don't stick very well.

We've tried both in the book in the spots where they're supposed to go and on regular paper, and

the edges of the stickers often come loose right away.

This book is exactly what my grandson age 6 just loves. He was very excited when he received it

and started using it immediately. Pokemon sticker books are his favorite. I will definitely buy more of

these, from this seller, in the future.

So many stickers! My son loves this. I make him spell out the characters names, so we work in a

little bit of educational value too. He's so excited to spell a name and then find where the character

belongs in the book. So glad I found this sticker book.

My cousins son loved this gift for his 5th birthday. The stickers were very organized and it kept him

busy for hours. There were extra stickers for him to play with as well for his separate 'crafts'. Loved

it!

I bought these for my classroom for my "catch good behavior" system. These stickers do not stick to

paper very well and tend to fall off. Other than that they are very colorful and get the students

excited about their behavior.

I want my money back! We've had good luck with sticker books for the past 8+ years but this is the

first book where the stickers do not stick at all. I'm not talking about they stick once and you can't

place them somewhere else. I'm talking about as soon as you peel them off they are just printed

paper. It's ridiculous and has caused many tears. I ended up using (a lot) of *packing tape* cut into

strips to make the stickers stay in place. Worst.product.ever.
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